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ABSTRACT

The urban-breeze circulation is a mesoscale response of the atmospheric flow that is related to horizontal

variations in temperature associated, for dry conditions, with gradients in sensible heat flux densities. This

local circulation is difficult to observe with a simple observational deployment, and the 3D numerical sim-

ulations needed to model it are very demanding in computer time. A theoretical approach scaling the daytime

urban heat island and urban-breeze characteristics has been developed and provides a simple set of equations

that depend on measurable parameters. Three-dimensional high-resolution numerical simulations, per-

formed with the Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale (Meso-NH) atmospheric model, were used to generate a set of

urban-breeze circulations forced by an idealized urban environment. The pertinent forcing parameters

chosen were the size of the city, the height of the thermal inversion topping the mixed turbulent air layer, and

the difference (urban 2 rural) of surface heat flux. Scaling laws are presented that describe the shape of the

urban heat island and the horizontal and vertical wind intensity and profiles.

1. Introduction

The urban heat island (UHI) is defined as the excess

of temperature frequently observed in a metropolitan

area in comparison with the surrounding area. The UHI

has a typical daily cycle (Oke 1982): it increases during

the late afternoon and reaches its maximum during the

night (5–8 K for a medium-sized European city), de-

creasing after dawn and generally reaching a minimum

value during the morning hours, when it is possible to

reach negative values. After that, it starts to increase

again and, during daytime, the warmth accumulated can

reach 1–2 K (Shea and Auer 1978; Yoshikado 1992;

Hidalgo et al. 2008a). The urban-breeze circulation is

a mesoscale response of the atmosphere to horizontal

variations in temperature that are associated, for dry

conditions, with gradients in sensible heat flux densities.

The UHI is then the source of the urban-breeze circu-

lation. Because of the thermally induced horizontal

pressure gradient, convergent motions toward the city

core form at lower levels, with divergent motions forming

above. As a result, the warmer air rises over the city and

a local circulation begins, with colder air from the rural

surroundings being drawn in over the city center (Fig. 1).

The daytime urban breeze was documented by Wong

and Dirks (1978) and Hidalgo et al. (2008a) using air-

craft data from the field campaigns of the Metropolitan

Meteorological Experiment (METROMEX) in St. Louis,

Missouri, in 1974 (Changnon 1981) and the Canopy and

Aerosol Particles Interactions in Toulouse Urban Layer

(CAPITOUL) in Toulouse, France, in 2004–05 (Masson

et al. 2008), respectively. The urban-breeze circulation

has also been studied numerically using an atmospheric

numerical model coupled with an urban surface energy

balance (SEB) model. For example, simulations were

carried out by Lemonsu and Masson (2002) over Paris,

France, and by Hidalgo et al. (2008b) over Toulouse
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using the mesoscale atmospheric Nonhydrostatic Meso-

scale (Meso-NH) model (Lafore et al. 1998) with a Town

Energy Balance urban scheme (Masson 2000). The latter

study demonstrated the role of the surface energy bal-

ance in the development of low-level airflow convergence

toward city centers.

This local circulation is difficult to observe with a simple

observational deployment, and the 3D numerical simu-

lations needed to model it are great consumers of com-

puter time. A theoretical approach can fill this gap and

provide a simple set of equations that describes the UHI

and urban-breeze features.

Theoretical studies focusing on urban-breeze scaling

generally fall into three categories: analytical, experi-

mental, and nonlinear numerical modeling. Analytical

studies are based on idealized solutions of the time-

dependent conservation equations, which employ vari-

ous degrees of linearization. The analytical solution is

complex, so approximations are used to simplify the

governing equations. Analytical studies directed toward

the UHI were developed in the 1970s and 1980s (Olfe

and Lee 1971; Lin and Smith 1986; Lin 1987). Experi-

mental data from laboratory studies using a water tank

are described in Lu et al. (1997a,b) and Cenedese and

Monti (2003). There currently are insufficient observa-

tional datasets of urban-breeze circulation to obtain the

scaling laws as done by Steyn (1998) for sea-breeze cir-

culation. Two-dimensional numerical calculations were

used by Richardone and Brusasca (1989), Baik (1992),

and Yoshikado (1992) and, more recently, by Baik and

Chun (1997) and Baik et al. (2001).

Most of the studies cited here are centered essen-

tially on nighttime under stable atmospheric conditions.

Only two authors have studied day- and nighttime dif-

ferences in urban-breeze circulation: Yoshikado (1992)

and Cenedese and Monti (2003), who both used the Lu

et al. (1997b) bulk convection model for daytime condi-

tions. Both studies concentrated on the UHI interaction

with the daytime sea breeze. To date, no study has fo-

cused in depth on daytime urban-breeze circulation in a

hinterland city.

In previous studies, the heat flux at the surface and the

turbulent thermal diffusion processes were not directly

coupled. Instead, the thermal forcing was prescribed

directly (Olfe and Lee 1971; Lin and Smith 1986; Baik

et al. 2001). As indicated in numerous works by Baik

(Baik 1992; Baik and Chun 1997; Baik et al. 2001),

numerical models with detailed physics are more ap-

propriate than models with a specified heating distri-

bution. This approach was taken by Kurbatskii (2001)

using a model with a prescribed heat flux at the surface

to verify the scaling of Lu et al. (1997a) for the noc-

turnal UHI.

Porson et al. (2007) showed that mesoscale models

having advanced parameterizations can be used to

reproduce mesoscale circulations by means of scaling

techniques. Idealized numerical simulations reduce the

dependence of scaling laws on site-specific features,

such as topographic influences, climatological urban–

rural temperature gradients, surface layer heat flux re-

gimes, and surface roughness. In the literature, no study

uses 3D numerical simulations to examine the physical

processes involved in daytime urban-breeze circulation.

The aim of this paper is to investigate how external

forcings control the speed and the vertical and hori-

zontal length scales. In this study, 3D high-resolution

numerical simulations, performed with the Meso-NH

atmospheric model, were used to generate a set of

urban-breeze circulations forced by an idealized urban

environment.

FIG. 1. Schematic vertical cross section of the urban boundary layer of height zi in the case of the urban-breeze

circulation in a hinterland city.
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2. Physics of the problem

The scaling technique is a well-known approach used to

describe turbulent flows. Its basic assumption is that, for

some specific meteorological conditions, the structure of

the lowest kilometers of the atmosphere (directly influ-

enced by the earth’s surface) can be described in terms of

only a few characteristic governing parameters (Holtslag

and Nieuwstadt 1986). Scaling laws for nocturnal UHI

developed by Lu et al. (1997a,b) are analyzed to develop

the focus of this paper, that is, comparing the differ-

ences between nocturnal and diurnal UHI scaling. The

aim of this section is to provide a set of scaling laws for

the UHI and urban-breeze circulation under daytime

conditions.

a. Current theory relating to the nocturnal UHI and
the urban breeze

In midlatitudes, during the night, a stable layer of air

generally forms in rural areas because of surface cooling.

Under calm wind conditions (i.e., conditions favorable

to the formation of the UHI), there is no mixing of the

air by wind shear and the nocturnal stable layer inversion

is strong. This inversion is typically characterized by its

potential ambient temperature gradient (›u/›z; Fig. 2) or,

as an alternative, by the Brünt–Väisälä frequency:

N 5
g

u

›u

›z

� �1/2

.

This nocturnal inversion can reach a few hundred meters

in height. Over a city, however, the SEB is modified and

the air is heated by the surface. This reduces the cooling

of the atmosphere but is not strong enough to prevent it.

However, it is sufficient to maintain mixing with the air

above by dry convection. This leads to the development

of a neutral or slightly unstable turbulent layer above

the city with a small capping inversion above (Fig. 2).

Therefore, during the night, this ambient rural stability

plays a key role in determining both the UHI intensity

and the strength of circulation (Shreffler 1978, 1979;

Vukovich and Dunn 1978; Richardone and Brusasca

1989).

Lu et al. (1997a) studied the UHI circulation in such a

stratified environment by nondimensionalizing the gov-

erning equations of motion in an axisymmetric cylindrical

coordinate system. The Coriolis force, internal heat gen-

eration, and radiation were ignored. Furthermore, the

surface heat flux in the rural area was considered to be

negligible (but its consequence over time, the strongly

stratified nocturnal inversion, was considered).

Lu et al. [1997a, their Eq. (13)] showed that, under the

stated (typically nocturnal) conditions, the UHI can be

properly modeled by combining only three external (or

forcing) parameters:

1) the characteristic diameter of the city: D (m),

2) the ambient thermal stratification, characterized by

its Brunt–Väisälä frequency: N (s21), and

3) the surface heat flux of the city: Hu (K m s21).1

Using a scale model (water tank) and an analysis of the

equations, the authors defined four scales (Lu et al.

1997b):

1) D as the length scale,

2) UD 5 (bDHu)1/3 as the radial velocity scale, where

b 5 gu21,

3) UDFr as the vertical velocity scale, where Fr 5

UD/(ND) (the Froude number), and

4) UDNb21 as the temperature scale.

Note that, if one accepts the different symbols used here

for nomenclature coherence, the second one (UD) is

essentially Eq. (9) in Lu et al. (1997b), the third one

(UDFr) is their Eq. (6), and the fourth one (UDNb21) is

their Eq. (8). Combining these scales allows scaling laws

to be obtained for unknown properties of the flow, as Lu

et al. defined for their tank experiment. The scaling law

obtained for UHI intensity according to the defined

scales is UHI 5 1.61UDNg21b21, which could be ex-

pressed as a function of governing variables as UHI 5

1.61N(DHu)1/3b22/3. The nondimensional structures of

the UHI and of the flow velocities were also obtained by

Lu et al. (1997a,b).

b. Daytime UHI and urban breeze: Environment
description

During the day, the structure of the lower atmosphere

is completely different from its structure at night. In the

rural area, the heating of the surface by the sun in the

morning produces a heat flux toward the air above that

is sufficient, first, to destroy the nocturnal stable layer

and, second, to mix the air (the so-called mixed layer

in Fig. 2) by turbulence to a much higher altitude over

the urban canopy (zi), where a capping temperature in-

version occurs. This temperature inversion is linked not

to the nocturnal stable layer (which is near the surface)

but more to the previous day’s capping inversion (which

is still present above the nocturnal inversion, as shown

1 Note that the surface heat flux can be retrieved directly from

the corresponding surface heat flux in the SEB by QH 5 rCpHu

(W m22) (where r is the air density, typically 1.2 kg m23 at low

altitudes, and Cp 5 1004 J K21 kg21, i.e., the heat capacity of air at

constant pressure). Note also that the surface heat flux was ex-

pressed in watts per centimeter squared in Lu et al. (1997a) but that

this has no impact on adimensional quantities.
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by dashed lines in Fig. 2), the general meteorological

situation, and the total heating of the air by the surface

during the day. This inversion altitude zi typically varies

between 500 (in winter) and 2000 m (during some hot

days in summer).

The presence of a city will modify the SEB by heating

the atmosphere above it. However, this alteration pro-

duces only a relatively minor modification of the vertical

structure of the rural mixed layer temperature: the ur-

ban boundary layer will be a little warmer (the daytime

UHI) and a little more turbulent and will extend slightly

higher.

The urban breeze will therefore influence the atmo-

sphere up to the capping temperature inversion at alti-

tude zi. Apart from this, there is no major effect on the

stability. The rural mixed layer in which the urban

breeze develops is unstable. The capping thermal in-

version is very stable (generally more so than any noc-

turnal stable layer), and therefore its exact stability

value is not significant in itself. The fact that it acts as

a lid, blocking upward motions of air from the surface, is

the more important point. The Brunt–Väisälä frequency,

used by Lu et al. (1997a), is then no longer a useful pa-

rameter for describing the environment of the UHI and

the urban breeze. It is replaced by the inversion height

parameter zi.

A further difference from the nocturnal case is that,

during the day, the surface heat flux in the rural area can

be significant. In the morning, at least, the surface heat

flux is sufficient to build up the mixed layer, and, more

often than not, it remains positive during the entire day.

However, the rural heat flux is lower than the urban

equivalent because the plants consume a large part of

the solar energy available for latent heat. This difference

in the heat flux between the city and the rural area is

what causes the UHI and the urban-breeze circulation to

occur during the day. In consequence, this parameter is

highly relevant for this study. Hereinafter it is denoted

as (Hu 2 Hr).

c. Daytime UHI and urban breeze: Scaling laws

Once the forcing parameters of the problem have been

identified, the general form of the scaling laws of each

quantity of interest (i.e., the UHI or breeze intensity) can

be deduced using similarity theory. This is based on the

use of a nondimensional number obtained using the pa-

rameters of interest to the study and the pi theorem of

Vaschy–Buckingham (Vaschy 1892; Buckingham 1914).

The pi theorem requires that all of the governing

parameters (forcing, internal forces, and independent

variables) that influence the UHI or the urban breeze

be identified. As discussed in section 2b, the pertinent

forcing parameters are 1) the diameter D of the city (m),

2) the ambient capping inversion height zi (m), and

3) the difference of surface heat flux between the city

and the rural surroundings [(Hu 2 Hr); K m s21], which

replace the D, N, and Hu, used by Lu et al. (1997a) for

the nocturnal case.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of u profiles associated with the UHI during the (a) night and (b) day. Thin lines

are for rural profiles, and thick ones are for urban profiles. The dashed line in the night case represents the typical

structure of the atmosphere above the nocturnal stable layer; N represents the Brunt–Väisälä frequency.
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This study is limited to the case with no mean wind (it

would be a forcing parameter in a more general case),

and therefore this parameter is not taken into account.

The main internal force is gravity. The heated air at the

surface has a lower density than the surrounding air and

so will move upward relative to the colder (and therefore

denser) air above it. This feature could be represented by

the gravitational constant g, but in atmospheric problems

it is more common to use the buoyancy coefficient b 5

gu21 (where the Boussinesq hypotheses are valid). For

the urban breeze, given that short periods of time (an

afternoon) will be considered, the Coriolis force (that

would be characterized by its frequency f ) will not be

taken into account. Therefore, the only internal force

parameter is the buoyancy b (m s22 K21).

Independent parameters (that will be used when char-

acterizing the nondimensional shape of some character-

istics of the urban breeze) are 1) distance x from the center

of the city (m) and 2) height z above the ground (m).

From these six external parameters, scales can be de-

termined for length (Ds), speed (Ws), and temperature

(us), and these can be used to describe the intensity of

the associated urban-breeze characteristics. One non-

dimensional number (zi/D) will describe the relative in-

fluence of the city size on the capping inversion height.

Two additional nondimensional numbers (x/D and z/zi)

will be used only if a spatial description of the phenom-

enon is required.

The three characteristic scales derived for length,

velocity, and temperature are

D
s
5 D, (1)

W
s
5 [bz

i
(H

u
�H

r
)]1/3, and (2)

u
s
5

H
u
�H

r

W
s

5 (H
u
�H

r
)2/3(bz

i
)�1/3. (3)

Scales for velocity and temperature are formally equiv-

alent to those obtained by Lu et al. [1997b, their Eqs. (9)

and (8), respectively]. Note that the velocity scale is, in

form, comparable to the convective velocity scale w*
(Deardorff 1970; Stull 1997), except that w* uses the

surface heat flux whereas our velocity scale uses the

difference in surface heat flux between the urban and

rural areas because, as discussed in section 2b, this is

what forces the UHI circulation.

The general form of the UHI and urban breeze can

then be determined. The UHI intensity is UHI 5

usfUHI(zi/D). The horizontal shape of the UHI is given

by UHI(x/D) 5 usfUHI(zi/D, x/D). The vertical and ra-

dial intensities of the urban breeze are W 5 Ws fw(zi/D),

Ur 5 Ws fu(zi/D), and so on.

The problem is that none of the functions fx in these

general relations are known and they cannot be de-

termined from the similarity theory alone. Analytical

simplifications of the fluid dynamic equations, experi-

ments, or numerical simulations must be used to esti-

mate the final forms of these relationships. In this, a

numerical approach is taken.

3. Description and validation of numerical
experiments

A set of 40 numerical simulations was performed us-

ing the Meso-NH atmospheric model to simulate the

dynamics of the atmosphere (Fig. 3). As shown in section

2c, the difference between urban and rural surface tur-

bulent sensible heat flux (Hu 2 Hr), the capping inversion

zi, and the diameter D of the city were considered as the

external forcing parameters. A set of these three pa-

rameters was chosen and fixed for each of the 40 simu-

lations. Overall, zi varied from 1000 to 2500 m over the

canopy (with values taken every 500 m), D was equal to

10 or 20 km, and the difference between urban and rural

surface turbulent sensible heat flux varied from 100 to

300 W m22 with steps every 50 W m22 [i.e., (Hu 2 Hr)

from 0.083 to 0.248 K m s21 every 0.041 K m s21].

The simulation was performed with a horizontal grid

resolution of 500 m, which is sufficient to study the fluid

motions and properties at the scale of the whole city.

The effects of the perturbations created by the city in

the mean flow typically have a horizontal extent that is

2–3 times the size of the city itself (Hidalgo et al. 2008b),

and so the horizontal domain (150 km 3 150 km) was

large enough to prevent interferences from the (cyclic)

boundaries. The vertical coordinate was composed of

35 levels over a vertical domain of 5 km. The first at-

mospheric level was located 12 m above the urban can-

opy. Eighteen levels were located in the first 1000 m. No

water vapor was considered, the focus being on the purely

thermally induced circulation. The roughness length z0

that was imposed was z0R 5 0.1 m for rural surfaces and

z0U 5 1.0 m for urban surfaces. The subgrid turbulence

was parameterized following the scheme of Cuxart et al.

(2000) and the mixing length of Bougeault and Lacarrère

(1989).

The meteorological context of the experiments was an

idealized anticyclonic summer situation representative

of southern France. The atmosphere was characterized

by an idealized vertical profile representing a sunny

summer day, with a mixed layer (Brunt–Väisälä fre-

quency N 5 0 s21) of depth zi (see Fig. 2b). At the top

of the mixed layer, the capping temperature inversion

layer was 50 m high with a strong stability (N 5 0.06 s21),

allowing zi to be controlled for each simulation regardless
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of the surface heat flux imposed. The atmosphere above

was represented by a stability of N 5 0.01 s21. With

these initial conditions set, a run of 3 h was performed

for each of the 40 experiments. Results are displayed for

the third hour of simulation, by which time a quasi-

steady state had been reached with a well-developed

urban-breeze circulation.

The ability of the model to reproduce the urban

breeze accurately in such an idealized context was ver-

ified by comparing the results obtained with the D, zi,

and (Hu 2 Hr) parameters of the urban-breeze event

observed during the intensive observation period (IOP5)

in Toulouse on 4 July 2004 (Hidalgo et al. 2008a). Using

the observed values for the forcing parameters [D 5

10 000 m, zi 5 2000 m, and (Hu 2 Hr) 5 0.165 K m s21

(200 W m22)], the model produced a near-surface UHI

(for the first atmospheric level at a height of 12 m) of

1.5 K and a horizontal wind speed in the convergent

branch of the urban breeze that reached a maximum of

2 m s21, which compares well to the observations for

a real city (Hidalgo et al. 2008a). The 2 m s21 vertical

wind speed in the upward motion of the urban breeze

over the city is slightly larger than that obtained for the

more realistic simulation of the 4 July case (1.5 m s21;

Hidalgo et al. 2008b). The simplifications made here in

representing the physics of the UHI and urban breeze

seem valid, allowing variations of the forcing parame-

ters to define the scaling laws.

4. Scaling the daytime urban-breeze circulation

a. Simulated UHI and urban-breeze features

Figure 4 shows the profiles of the mean temperature

distribution above the canopy [first atmospheric level

(12 m)] as a function of the nondimensional length x/D

for the set of 40 simulations. The UHI intensity for dif-

ferent meteorological conditions (and therefore differ-

ent mixed layer heights zi) varies for different values of

(Hu 2 Hr). As the mixed layer height decreases, the

volume of air available above the city for heating also

decreases, and then the intensity of the UHI increases.

For zi 5 2500 m, the UHI at the city center ranges be-

tween 0.8 and 2 K; for zi 5 1000 m, it ranges between 1.3

and 3.3 K. As expected, for a given mixed-layer height,

the stronger the surface heat flux over the city is, the

higher is the UHI. Multiplying the heat flux difference

by 3 increases the UHI intensity by a factor of 2.

For a given zi and urban–rural heat flux difference,

doubling the size of the city does not have a significant

impact on the surface UHI. This has already been pointed

out by Atkinson (2002) who concluded that the size

of urban areas had a minimal (but not null) effect on

UHI intensity. Under daytime conditions, the reduced

evaporation over cities [and hence the larger heat flux,

associated with the higher (Hu 2 Hr)] is the most im-

portant factor. This is confirmed by the scaling laws

below.

FIG. 3. Conceptual model and numerical simulation characteristics.
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The maximum radial velocity is reached over 0.2 #

x/D # 0.4 (suburban area), and the maximum vertical

velocity is over 0 # x/D # 0.2 (city center). Figures 5

and 6 show the mean vertical profiles of radial velocity

(averaged over x/D 5 0.2–0.4) and vertical velocity

(averaged over x/D 5 0–0.2) as a function of the non-

dimensional height z/zi. The radial (convergent) ve-

locity is at a maximum at low levels (0.05zi). The flow

reversal height is around 0.6–0.7zi. The vertical wind

speed intensity decreases relative to the diameter of

the city, whereas the absolute horizontal wind speed

is not sensitive to it. Mass conservation then induces

a smaller vertical motion for larger city areas. On the

other hand, the increase of the vertical branch in the

center of the urban breeze as a function of zi is simply

caused by the additional buoyancy available. The higher

the mixed layer is, the higher is the unstable layer inside

it and the longer the air parcels can accelerate vertically.

A larger (Hu 2 Hr) also increases the buoyancy effect on

the vertical velocity W and slightly increases the hori-

zontal wind convergence (at lower levels) and divergence

(at higher levels) (Ur).

b. A new set of scaling laws

The shape and intensity of the urban temperature

anomaly, as well as the wind profiles, vary for each ex-

periment depending on the external parameters that are

fixed. The scales defined in section 2c for length, wind,

and temperature, combined with the nondimensional

length x/D and height z/zi, are used here to normalize

these profiles, thus obtaining the laws that describe the

features of the UHI above the canopy and the urban-

breeze circulation as a function of just three governing

parameters [D, zi, and (Hu 2 Hr)].

1) SCALING THE DAYTIME UHI

Figure 7 shows the normalized profiles of the UHI

[UHI/(Cteus), with a normalization constant Cte 5 22;

FIG. 4. Horizontal profiles of surface temperature distribution as a function of the nondimensional length x/D. The black lines cor-

respond to the simulation for D 5 10 km, and the gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 20 km. The center of the city is located at

x/D 5 0; the edge of the urban area lies at x/D 5 0.5.
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us is defined by Eq. (3)] at the first atmospheric level for

the 40 simulations. The experiments simulate the top

hat–type (peak, plateau, and cliff) spatial distribution of

the UHI described by Oke (1987). A least squares

polynomial fit is used to obtain the optimal polynomial

regression describing the UHI through the city (black

line in Fig. 7). Two polynomial fits of order 1 were used

to describe the UHI profile: one at the city center and

suburbs (0 , x/D , 0.45):

UHI

21.7u
s

5�1.46
x

D

� �
1 1, (4a)

and one at the edge of the city (0.45 , x/D , 0.55):

UHI

21.7u
s

5�3.2
x

D

� �
1 1.77. (4b)

These equations give the UHI intensity above the

canopy at different distances from the center of the city

as a function of only three (measurable) governing pa-

rameters: the size of the city D, the boundary layer

height zi, and the horizontal gradient of sensible heat

flux between the city and its surroundings (Hu 2 Hr).

The highest dispersion of normalized profiles occurs at

FIG. 5. Vertical profiles of radial velocity as a function of the nondimensional height z/zi for

the different simulations. The black lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 10 km, and the

gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 20 km.
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the city center. The dispersion from the fit function

drops below 50% in the suburban area and decreases to

zero when approaching the edge of the city.

2) SCALING THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM

RADIAL AND VERTICAL VELOCITIES

The normalized vertical profiles of radial velocity shown

in Fig. 8 [Ur/(CteWs), with Cte 5 0.97; Ws is defined in

Eq. (2)] predict the maximum intensity at a height of

z/zi 5 0.05 for the convergent branch (from surround-

ings to the city center) and at z/zi 5 1.05 for the di-

vergent branch (from the city to the surroundings) with

an intensity of

U
r

0.97W
s

5 �0.6 at z/z
i
5 0.05 and (5)

U
r

0.97W
s

5 1.5 at z/z
i
5 1.05. (6)

The change in surface wind direction with altitude,

from convergent to divergent, creates a transition layer

with a region of weak flow situated at z/zi 5 0.6. The

radial velocity reaches zero again at the top of the en-

trainment zone (z/zi 5 1.18) where the urban influence

ceases to be perceptible.

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for vertical velocity.
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The vertical velocity at the city center increases with

height from zero at the surface to a maximum at about

one-half of the boundary layer height. The normalized

fW/[CteWs(zi/D)]; Cte 5 4.33g vertical profiles are shown

in Fig. 9. The maximum vertical velocity has a value of

W

4.33W
s
(z

i
/D)

5 1.3 at z/z
i
5 0.68. (7)

The stability at the top of the urban boundary layer

prevents this mass of air from rising any further, and the

vertical velocity becomes zero at a height of z/zi 5 1.18.

3) SCALING THE VERTICAL PROFILES OF THE

URBAN-BREEZE CIRCULATION

A general equation describing the normalized vertical

profiles of radial (at 0.2 # x/D # 0.4) and vertical ve-

locity (at the city center D # 0.2) fields was obtained, as

for the temperature, with a least squares polynomial fit

function, as follows. The vertical profile of the radial

velocity increases with height following the known log-

arithmic law due to the roughness length imposed at the

surface (section 3). The surface drag starts to be negli-

gible at a height of z/zi 5 0.05. A quadratic polynomial

law is used to describe the vertical profile from this

height up to z/zi 5 1.05:

U
r

0.97W
s

5 2.08
z

z
i

� �2

�0.21
z

z
i

� �
� 0.60 for

0.05 # z/z
i

# 1.05. (8)

From that point to the top of the boundary layer (top of

the entrainment zone), the radial velocity decreases to

zero. Only two levels of the model are situated in this

thickness, and, for this reason, the deceleration of the

horizontal wind is described by a straight line:

U
r

0.97W
s

5�11.20
z

z
i

� �
1 13.25 for 1.05 # z/z

i
# 1.18.

(9)

A cubic polynomial fit was then used to describe the

vertical velocity profile from the surface to the top of the

ABL:

W

4.33W
s
(z

i
/D)

5�2.04
z

z
i

� �3

1 0.16
z

z
i

� �2

1 2.63
z

z
i

� �
for 0 # z/z

i
# 1.18.

(10)

For both radial velocity and vertical velocity, the dis-

persion from the fitted curve was higher at the top of the

boundary layer, with better results for vertical velocity

at low levels, where it approached zero, and more ho-

mogeneous results for radial velocity.

FIG. 7. Normalized horizontal profiles of surface temperature

distribution (12-m height) from the center of the domain. The

continuous gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 10 km,

the dotted gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 20 km,

and the black lines represent the best least squares polynomial fit.

The center of the city is situated at x/D 5 0; the edge of the urban

area lies at x/D 5 0.5.

FIG. 8. Normalized profiles of radial velocity Ur. The continuous

gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 10 km, the dotted

gray lines correspond to the simulation for D 5 20 km, and the

black lines represent the best least squares polynomial fit.
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The general scaling laws are able to reproduce the

urban-breeze case observed in Toulouse (Hidalgo et al.

2008a) [forcing parameters: zi 5 2000 m, D 5 10 000 m,

and (Hu 2 Hr) 5 0.165 m K s21]. In Table 1 are pre-

sented the intensity of the UHI over the canopy in the

city center and in the suburban zone, the horizontal

convergent and divergent branches, and the maximal

vertical wind speed.

The scaling laws’ predictions for the urban heat island

intensity and horizontal wind compare well to those

observed and modeled by Hidalgo et al. (2008a,b). The

vertical wind speed is overestimated with respect to the

speed obtained in the realistic run (‘‘URB’’; Hidalgo

et al. 2008b). This is due to the absence of mean large-

scale wind in the simplified model. In the real world,

synoptic winds from a dominant direction almost always

exist and tend to destroy local circulations by turbulence

and diminish the UHI strength.

This study assumed a certain number of simplifications

(e.g., nonexistent large-scale mean wind, dry atmosphere,

circular city) to obtain a simplified set of equations that

gives a realistic daytime circulation intensity generated

by a specified city using only three measurable parame-

ters. Despite the limitations of this idealized approach,

these relationships can also be used to quantify the im-

pact on the boundary layer thermodynamics when the

city size D, the meteorological conditions zi, and the ur-

ban morphology [or human activity, expressed by a fixed

value of (Hu 2 Hr)] change as a result of urban planning

and development.

5. Conclusions

A new approach for scaling the daytime UHI and

urban-breeze characteristics has been developed in this

paper. The external forcing that pilots the urban-breeze

circulation development and evolution has been iden-

tified and used to obtain a set of simple scaling laws

describing the urban-breeze features as a function of

governing variables. Nocturnal and diurnal differences

on the atmospheric boundary layer development have

been pointed out, focusing on the importance of the fact

that the mixed layer is unstable during daytime and

there is no notion of mean stability of the atmosphere

(as in the rural nocturnal layer in which the nocturnal

UHI forms). The forcing parameters chosen are the size

of the city D, the height zi of the inversion layer that tops

the mixed layer, and the difference (urban 2 rural) of

surface heat flux (Hu 2 Hr).

Three-dimensional high-resolution numerical simula-

tions were the strategy chosen to examine the dependence

of physical processes on the external forcing involved in

the diurnal urban-breeze circulation. A set of simulations

performed with the Meso-NH atmospheric model pro-

vided a set of urban-breeze circulations forced by an ur-

ban environment.

The ability of the idealized model to reproduce the

urban breeze accurately in such an idealized context has

been verified by emulating the urban-breeze episode

observed in Toulouse during IOP5. The model simulates

a surface UHI of 1.5 K and a horizontal wind speed in

the convergent branch of the urban breeze reaching

a maximum of 1.2 m s21, which compares well to the

observations for the real city. The 2 m s21 vertical wind

speed in the upward motion of the urban breeze over the

city is slightly larger than that obtained by a realistic

simulation of the IOP5 case during the CAPITOUL

campaign (1.5 m s21; Hidalgo et al. 2008b).

TABLE 1. Scaling-law validation. Observational values come from

the observed and simulated urban-breeze episode during the IOP5

of the CAPITOUL campaign.

CAPITOUL IOP5 case New scaling-law prediction

UHIx50 5 1–1.5 K UHIx50 5 1.5 K

UHI0.2,x/D,0.4 5 0.5 K UHI0.2,x/D,0.4 5 0.6 K

Ur(z5350m) 5 1.41 m s21 Ur(z5350m) 5 1.2 m s21

Ur(z51650m) 5 1.25 m s21 Ur(z51650m) 5 1.4 m s21

Wz51200m 5 1–1.5 m s21 Wz51200m 5 2.2 m s21

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for vertical velocity W.
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General laws describing the normalized profiles of

temperature and wind fields have been obtained. For

example, daytime UHI maximal intensity, maximal ra-

dial velocity in convergent and divergent branches, and

maximum vertical velocity in the urban-breeze motion

scaling laws are

UHI 5 21.7(H
u
�H

r
)2/3(bz

i
)�1/3,

U
r
5�0.6 3 0.97[bz

i
(H

u
�H

r
)]1/3,

U
r
5 1.5 3 0.97[bz

i
(H

u
�H

r
)]1/3, and

W 5 1.3 3 4.33[b(H
u
�H

r
)]1/3z4/3

i D�1.

The scaling laws obtained should be verified with other

datasets from future observations or laboratory experi-

ments. The impact of wind strength on the UHI, and the

transition from urban breeze to urban plume as the wind

increases, could be also assessed in further research.

The relationships obtained can be used to quantify the

impact on the boundary layer thermodynamics, in terms

of temperature and wind dynamics, when the city size D,

the meteorological conditions zi, and the urban mor-

phology [expressed as a fixed value (Hu 2 Hr)] change as

a result of urban planning and development. Scaling

laws could be used to produce ‘‘synthetic’’ UHI that,

combined with the regional climatological data, would

take the spatial variability into account at the city scale,

which is not currently represented in global and regional

climate models.
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